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Abstract— In this paper we study the influence of phase noise
from free-running local oscillators on SAGE signal parameter
estimation. Phase noise is here modeled as a random-walk
process. We present phase noise estimates from our LUND RUSK
MIMO channel sounder, and draw conclusions on requirements
on local oscillators’ phase noise in terms of the Allan variance.
We investigate an error propagation effect in SAGE, and finally,
we present random-walk phase noise effect on channel capacity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) wireless commu-
nication systems have multi-element antenna arrays at both
the transmitter and the receiver side. It has been shown
that they have the potential for large information-theoretic
capacities since the system can provide several independent
communications channels between transmitter and receiver [1],
[2], [3].

Measurements of the spatial radio channel [4] are vital for
understanding the MIMO channel and for system design, sim-
ulations and performance analysis. The most popular method
for obtaining such measurements is by a channel sounder with
a switched array, where the elements of an antenna array are
connected, one after the other, to a ”conventional” channel
sounder measuring impulse responses [5]. However, MIMO
measurements obtained by either this, or any other, principle
suffer from several error sources in addition to thermal additive
white Gaussian noise (discussed in [6], [7]), e.g. phase noise
(PN) during the measurements and array calibration errors.

PN, i.e. frequency fluctuations of the local oscillators (LOs)
in the transmitter and receiver, can be divided into two
main categories: (i) when the system is phase-locked (e.g.
transmitter and receiver are connected and use the same LO)
the resulting PN is low and modeled as a zero mean, sta-
tionary, finite-power random process; (ii) when the system is
frequency-locked only, often termed free-running, the resulting
PN is slowly varying but not limited, and is modeled as
a zero-mean non-stationary infinite power Wiener process,
e.g., a random-walk process. While phase-locked measure-
ments can be performed in indoor environments, micro- and
macrocellular environments imply a large separation between
transmitter and receiver, and thus dictate the use of free-
running oscillators.

Several authors have investigated the impact of PN on multi-
antenna systems. Kivinen et al. [8] investigated the impact of

free-running oscillator PN effect on Fourier-based direction
of arrival (DOA) estimation for single-input multiple-output
(SIMO) systems. A recent contribution, [9], investigates the
impact of PN in phase-locked LOs on the capacity of fully
correlated rank-one channels as well as full rank channels.

This paper focuses on the impact of PN from free-running
oscillators in MIMO systems, investigating its impact on
estimated angles, delay, and Doppler of the multipath com-
ponents (MPCs), as well as its effect on the estimated channel
capacity. In contrast to [8], we study the impact of the PN on
the MPC parameters obtained by the high-resolution SAGE
algorithm [10], which has become the de-facto standard for
the evaluation of double-directional measurement campaigns.
In contrast to [9], we investigate the impact of free-running
oscillators on the capacity. We also present PN measurement
on our RUSK LUND channel sounder and discuss the error
propagation effect in the SAGE algorithm.

The remainder of the paper is organized the following way:
Sec. II describes the models and theoretical background for
both the SAGE algorithm and the channel capacity, as well
as measurements of the PN in our channel sounder. Section
III presents the simulation results for the impact of PN on the
estimated directions of the MPCs and the capacity. A summary
and conclusions wrap up this paper.

II. THEORY AND MODELS

A. Oscillator PN Model and Allan Variance

Assume that we have a LO generator with an instantaneous
output voltage

V (t) = V0 sin (2πfct + ϕ (t)) , (1)

where V0 and fc are the nominal amplitude and carrier
frequency, respectively. The time variations of the frequency
are incorporates in the phase noise ϕ (t) and the actual
(instantaneous) frequency becomes

f (t) = fc +
d

dt

ϕ (t)
2π

. (2)

The phase noise is the difference between phase of the carrier
and the phase of the LO, and the fractional frequency deviation
is defined as [11], [12]

y (t) =
f (t) − fc

fc
=

d

dt

ϕ (t)
2πfc

. (3)
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If the system is only frequency locked but not phase locked,
the LO is said to be free-running. The instantaneous frequency
of a free-running LO is well characterized by a fractional
frequency deviation, y (t), modelled as a zero mean white
Gaussian random process. Since ϕ (t) is obtained by in-
tegrating the frequency deviation y (t), the assumptions on
y (t) imply that the phase noise ϕ (t) can be described as a
random walk process (continuous-path Brownian motion or
Wiener–Lévy process) with zero mean and a variance that
increases linearly with time. The time-average of the fractional
frequency deviation is

ȳk (t) =
1
τ

∫ tk+τ

tk

y (t) dt

=
ϕ (tk + τ) − ϕ (tk)

2πfcτ
, (4)

where τ is the averaging period, here equal to the period
between two successive measurements, and tk+1 = tk + τ .
Another important quantity for the characterization of oscilla-
tors is the Allan variance, which is defined as [11], [12]

σ2
y (τ) =

〈
(ȳk+1 − ȳk)2

2

〉
, (5)

where 〈·〉 defines the infinite-time average. It can be estimated
a finite data set as [11], [12]

σ̂2
y (τ) =

1
K

K∑
k=1

(ȳk+1 − ȳk)2

2

=
1
K

K∑
k=1

(ϕ (tk+2) − 2ϕ (tk+1) + ϕ (tk))2

2 (2πfcτ)2
. (6)

In Fig. 1 (a) we present results from back-to-back measure-
ment of the PN in the RUSK LUND MIMO channel sounder.
The measurement was performed with a center frequency of
5.4 GHz and a bandwidth of 240 MHz. For the left subplots,
the transmit and receive LO were free-running and the plots
show the sum of the PN in the transmitter and receiver. In the
right subplots, the same LO was used for the transmitter and
receiver. The random walk behavior is evident in the upper
left subplot. The two LOs are not measured individually, and
other sources of noise are present. For shorter time periods,
these noise sources dominate and hide the effect of the time
dependent random-walk PN, see e.g. second and third subplot
to the left. In the paper we only consider the effect of random-
walk PN, the effect of PN might be even more pronounced
for other PN models. The Allan variance corresponding to the
measurements in Fig.1 for the free-running configuration is
shown in Fig. 2. Note that the Allan variance is calculated as
the sum of the PN in the transmitter and receiver. The Allan
variance of the system (sum of transmitter and receiver PN)
at 1 s, σy (1s) ≈ 7 · 10−12.

B. MIMO Signal Model

In order to obtain a MIMO channel model and extract the
parameters of the MPCs, we use the SAGE algorithm [10].
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Fig. 1. Phase noise measured from the RUSK LUND MIMO channel sounder,
with (a) free running LOs at transmitter and revceiver, and (b) for a common
reference.
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Fig. 2. The σy (1s) for the RUSK LUND MIMO channel sounder.

In a first step, the SAGE requires to model the impact of an
arbitrary MPC on the received signal s :

s (k, i; θl) = αle
j2π(∆tνli−∆f τlk)cr

(
φ

(r)
l

)
cT

t

(
φ

(t)
l

)
, (7)

where i, is the snapshot number, k is the frequency index, l
the index of the considered MPC, and θl the set of parameters
describing the MPC; this set includes αl, the complex ampli-
tude, νl, the Doppler frequency, τl, is the delay and φ

(r)
l , φ

(r)
l

is the direction of arrival (DOA) and direction of departure
(DOD). Furthermore, ∆t is the time between snapshots, ∆f

is the spacing between measured frequencies, and cr and ct are
the steering vectors at receiver and transmitter, respectively.

For each of the Nt transmit elements, we assume that the
Nr receive elements at the receiver are swept with an element
switching time of Tmux. Hence, the switching time between
transmitter array elements is then Nr · Tmux, and the time
between two consecutive snapshots is Nr ·Nt ·Tmux. We assume
that the random-walk PN affects all frequency sub-channels of
the multicarrier spread spectrum test signal equally, due to the
short time duration of the test signal. Thus the PN corrupted



signal is modelled as

sPN (k, i; θl) = s (k, i; θl) � Ni, (8)

where � is the Schur product, and

Ni =


ejϕ1,i ejϕNr+1,i · · · ejϕ(Nr(Nt−1)+1),i

ejϕ2,i ejϕNr+2,i · · · ejϕ(Nr(Nt−1)+2),i

...
...

. . .
...

ejϕNr,i ejϕ2Nr,i · · · ejϕNrNt,i


 , (9)

where ϕq,i = ϕ (qTmux + (i − 1) NrNtTsnap) is the random-
walk phase error kTmux + (i − 1) NrNtTsnap seconds after
calibration.

C. MIMO Channel Model and Capacity

To investigate the PN effect on channel capacity evaluations,
the error in estimated capacity depends on the actual channel
transfer matrix, H, in the input-output relation

r = Hx + n, (10)

where r is the received column vector, x is the transmit column
vector and n is the additive white Gaussian noise column
vector. We focus on the worst-case scenario, that is the one that
minimizes the channel capacity. This occurs when the channel
transfer matrix has a single eigenmode, i.e., only one nonzero
eigenvalue. A channel matrix that satisfies this condition is the
keyhole channel [13], [14] defined as

Hkey = gRg
†
T, (11)

where gR,gT are column vectors distributed as
gR,gT∈CN

(
0, σ2

keyI
)

, thus the entries are uncorrelated
[13]. The transfer matrix corrupted by PN is then defined as

HPN = Hkey � Ni. (12)

The instantaneous capacity is [2], [3]

C = log2 det
(
Imax(Nr,Nt) +

γ

Nt
WH

)
, (13)

where

WH=
{

HH†

H†H
for Nr ≤ Nt

for Nr > Nt
. (14)

and Imax(Nr,Nt) is an identity matrix of size max (Nr, Nt) ×
max (Nr, Nt). The results of the capacity evaluations are
presented in the next section.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

To analyze the influence of the PN on the MPC parameters
as estimated by SAGE, we study two scenarios: (i) a synthetic
scenario with a single MPC, and (ii) a realistic scenario
with 10 MPCs. The parameters used for the simulations are
presented in Table I.

As a criterion of the error, we use the root mean square
error (RMSE) for the DOA and DOD, defined as

εRMSE =
√∑

n

|x − x̂n|2, (15)

TABLE I

PARAMETERS USED FOR SIMULATIONS

SAGE parameters Value
No iterations (for RMSE) 100
No SAGE iterations 40
No snapshots 20
Tmux 5 µs

φ
(r)
1 , φ

(t)
1 (for single MPC) 0
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Fig. 3. RMSE versus σy (1s) for an 8 × 8 ULA system, an 8 × 8 UCA
system both with uniform element responses, and, finally, RMSE for a real
patch ULA antenna. The MPC departure and arrives at broad side of the
ULAs.

where n is the iteration number. For delay, amplitude and
Doppler frequency the relative error, εrel, is used as error
measure, defined as

εrel =
1∑
n 1

∑
n

|x − x̂n|
x

. (16)

A. Single MPC

In Fig. 3 the effect of random-walk PN on estimated DOA,
DOD, amplitude, delay and Doppler frequency is presented for
a single MPC when using a 8× 8 systems with: two uniform
linear arrays (ULAs), two uniform circular arrays (ULAs)
(ULA and UCA, both with ideal uniform antenna patterns)
and finally, a 8 × 8 system with two real patch ULAs (i.e.
with directional antenna patterns, see [15] for details).

The DOD is more affected by random-walk PN than the
DOA, due to the Nr-times longer element switching time
between transmitter elements. The UCA seems to be more
sensitive to random-walk PN than the linear arrays. The direc-
tivity of the real array element makes the broadside MPC more
affected by random-walk PN, however the amplitude error
is similar for all configurations and is a result of mismatch
between signal model and the actual signal, including PN. The
time between samples for Doppler estimation is (Nr ·Nt ·Tmux),
thus due to the relative long time between sample of the
Doppler frequency its estimates are more effected by the time
dependent random-walk PN. The ULA and UCA has a worse
Doppler frequency estimate than the real ULA.

In Fig. 4 the effect of array size on the DOA and DOD
errors is shown, at an Allan variance of σy (1s) = 10−8. The
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RMSE of the UCA for DOD increases with the array size,
whereas for the DOA the RMSE is almost independent of
the array size. For ULA both DOD and DOA appears to be
independent of the array size.

B. Error Propagation

When there is a mismatch of the signal model and the
measured signal (including PN), the residual of the canceled
MPCs might be interpreted by the algorithm as additional
MPCs, here denoted ghost components, which physically are
non-existing. An estimated ghost component will be used in
the next SAGE iteration, hence the error will propagate. The
error propagation due to the noise estimation step in the SAGE
algorithm [10] is given by

y (t) −
L∑

l′=1

s
(
t; θ̂′l

)
, (17)

where y (t) is the measured signal (MIMO channel), s
(
t; θ̂′l

)
is the continuous SAGE signal model [10], and θ̂′l is the
parameter vector for the first estimate ((·)′) and the l−th MPC.

In Fig. 5 the power of the real MPC and the strongest ghost
component is plotted versus the Allan variance. If the ghost
component becomes strong enough, it will belong to the set
of estimated MPCs. In addition to this, the mismatch of the
signal model to the real signal results in a worse correlation
and therefore a lower estimated amplitude of the real MPC.
Thus, with a measurement dynamic range of 30 dB, the Allan
variance has to be less than σy (1s) = 10−10 to suppress the
ghost component and avoid the lower correlation gain.

A similar behavior will be present for other signal model
mismatches, e.g., when the plane wave assumption does not
hold, when the small bandwidth assumption is violated, or due
to array calibration errors.
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C. Multiple MPCs

Here we evaluate the effect of random-walk PN on estimated
SAGE parameters with multiple MPCs, for two scenarios: line-
of-sight (LOS) and non-LOS. In order to consider realistic
values, we use parameter values of 10 MPCs from a measure-
ment campaign described in [15]. The parameters used for the
10 MPCs are marked with (×) in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, for a LOS
and a non-LOS scenario, respectively. For each Allan variance,
100 iterations are made and the SAGE estimates are marked
with (·). In the figures it can be seen that there are some MPCs
that are not detected by SAGE and some MPCs that are ghost
components. Here the difference between the strongest and
weakest MPCs is less than 20 dB. With a larger dynamic range
the effect of error propagation and ghost components will be
more pronounced.
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D. PN Effect on Channel Capacity

In Fig. 8 calculations of the average capacity for four
different antenna configurations are plotted versus the Allan
variance for an evaluation SNR of 20 dB. From the figure
it can be concluded that, for this evaluation SNR, the Allan
variance of the measurement equipment has to be less than
σy (1s) < 10−10 to give capacity values close to the ideal case.
Note that due to the properties of the ”keyhole” channel, the
impact of the PN is maximum. Bad LOs can thus contribute
to the problems of measuring ”real-life” keyhole channels.

IV. SUMMARY

In this paper we have studied the effect of random-walk PN
(in terms of Allan variance of the sum of the PN of two free-
running LOs) on the SAGE estimation algorithm. We have
study two MIMO scenarios: (i) a synthetic scenario with a

single MPC, and (ii) two realistic scenario with 10 MPCs
(LOS and NLOS). We discuss an error propagation effect
inherent in SAGE and study the resulting ghost components
versus the Allan variance. Finally, we present the random-
walk PN effect on capacity estimates. From our simulations it
seems that the Allan variance of the oscillators should be in
the order of σy (1s) ≤ 10−10, for an element switching time
of Tmux = 5µs. As a comparison the LUND RUSK MIMO
channel sounder has an Allan variance of σy (1s) ≤ 10−11.
Note that for a longer switching time, the random-walk PN
effect will be more pronounced and the requirements on the
oscillators become higher. E.g. a doubling of the switch time
has the same effect as doubling the Allan variance.
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